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1 Opening Ceremonies 

1.1 Components 
2 Race Tracks:  3-Wide includes two race tracks; 
the classic oval and the tri-oval.  These race tracks 
are printed posters measuring 24"x36".  Each 
race track is made up of numbered race track 
spaces, numbered pit lane spaces, group boxes, 
and a lap track. Each track also has 12 starting 
grid spaces.  Cars always travel counter clockwise. 
 
12 Dashboards:  Each car has a dashboard which 
is used to track the tire wear and the fuel level of 
each car.  There are 12 dashboards. 
 
12 Cars & ID plates:  Twelve cars (diecasst, plastic 
or cardboard piece) plus a cardboard "plate" to 
denote the owner of the car. 
 
12 Silver Lap Markers:  contains the number of 
the race car, used to track the lap the car is on.  
Color on one side, grayscale on the other. 
 
12 Red Car Markers:  contains the number of the 
race car on one side, and is solid red on the other 
side. 
 
99 Tactic Cards: 

Standard Card Deck (45 cards) 
Short Track Card Deck (18 cards) 
Intermediate Card Deck (18 cards) 
Superspeedway Card Deck (18 cards) 

Each tactic card contains the name of the tactic at 
the top along with a tactic number at the top 
right.  The tactic description is in the green box at 
the top of the card.  The yellow box is used to 
trigger incidents, and the red box is used to 
resolve incidents.  At the bottom of the card is a 
word that identifies the tactic deck to which the 
card belongs. 
 
9 Race Description Cards: (double sided) depict 
the stats for the 18 race tracks, and 36 races 
included with the game. 

 
24 Incident Markers:  Four each of "Brake", 
"Engine", "Slingshot", "Incident".  Two each of 
"Bump", "Tire", "3-Wide in Straightaway", and "3-
Wide in the Corner" 
 
24 Lap Led Markers: I use gold painted wooden 
star tokens. 
 
5 Misc Markers:  Group markers for “A”, “B”, and 
“C”.  A green/yellow flag, and a current leader 
marker. 
 
13 Brake Zone Markers:  Used to indicate the 
max speed in a track space. 
 
28 Skill Tokens:  Four of each type of skill. 
 
96 Tire Chips:  Black wooden (or plastic) discs 

 with a sticker in the center on both sides.  48 
 discs are black/green and 48 are yellow/red. 

 
16 Tire Dice:  Four dice of each color; black, 
green, yellow and red. 

1.2 Setting up a race track 
Choose a race description card and decide 
whether you will play the short race or the long 
race.  The race description card indicates which 
race track to use - either the classic oval or the 
tri-oval.  Place the brake zone markers as 
indicated on the race description card. 
 
Take all of the 45 standard tactic cards and the 18 
cards indicated at the bottom of the race 
description card.  Every race is either a 
"Superspeedway", "Intermediate", or "Short 
Track" race.  Shuffle the 63 cards together to 
form the tactic deck for this race. 

1.3 Setting up a team of cars 
The number of players determines the size of 
each race team.  If you have 2 or 3 players then 
each player will control a team of four cars.  With 
4 players, each team consists of three cars.  In a 5 
or 6 player game each player controls two cars.  
Give each player a dashboard, a car and a car ID 
plate for each car controlled. 
 
On each dashboard place a fuel marker on Full.  
Give each car four black tires, and place them on 
each dashboard as well. 
 



Give each team owner all of the red and silver car 
markers for his cars.  Place the flag marker in the 
race track infield on its green side. 

1.4 Selecting Skills 
Each player gets 8 points to spend on skills.  Skills 
that are purchased are held by the team, not by 
an individual race car.  Take turns purchasing one 
skill at a time until everyone has spent their eight 
points or chooses to not buy anymore skills. 

1.5 Qualifying 
Each player chooses one his silver car marker.  
Mix them up and draw them one at a time to 
determine the starting order.  Place the silver 
markers in the group "B" box.  When those are all 
placed, each player selects another silver car 
marker.  Draw those out randomly and continue 
this process until the starting grid is filled. 

2 Green Flag 

2.1 Green Sequence 
1) Tactics 
2) Racing 
3) Incident Check 
4) Leader 

2.2 Tactics 
At the start of each turn each player receives one tactic 
card from the deck. 
 
If this is a restart turn, or the first turn of the game, 
then each player gets enough cards to bring his hand up 
to a minimum of five cards. 
 
During the tactics phase the players have an 
opportunity to play one tactic for each of their race cars 
face down onto the table, with a red car number marker 
face down on top of the tactic card.  Note that it is a 
good idea to keep all of your red markers face down all 
of the time.  All players play tactic cards simultaneously. 
 
If you do not wish to play a tactic you may discard as 
many cards as you wish from your hand, and draw your 
hand back up to no more than five cards. 
 
After each player has had an opportunity to play tactic 
cards, reveal all of the tactics that have been played, 
and resolve them in order of the tactic number (on the 
top right of the tactic card), from lowest to highest.   
 

See the appendix for a listing of all tactics and the 
specifics of resolving each tactic type. 

2.3  Racing 
During the racing phase, the first four cars in race 
position order with a face-up lap marker may roll their 
tire dice.  Cars cannot roll their tire-dice if their lap 
marker is face down.   Each of these cars will roll four 
tire-dice.   In a 2-player game where there are only 8 
cars in the race, only 3 cars will roll dice.  In all other 
cases, 4 cars will roll dice. 
 
The dice to be rolled must match the tire-chips on that 
car’s dashboard.  For example, if a car has 2 black tires, 
one green tire and a yellow tire, then that car will roll 2 
black, 1 green and 1 yellow dice. 
 
Race Position Order  is the order in which the cars are 
running in the race.  To determine this order look first at 
all of the cars that are on the highest numbered lap of 
the race.  Of these cars, the car on the lowest numbered 
space on the race track is in first place.  The car in the 
next lowest numbered space on the race track is in 
second place.  Continue until you have ranked all of the 
cars on that lap.  Then look at the cars on the next 
highest numbered lap.  By repeating this process until 
you have ranked all cars you have determined the Race 
Position Order.  It is convenient to use the Group boxes 
"A", "B" and "C" to group together the lap markers of all 
cars on the same lap, then place the group marker on 
the lap track.  It is helpful if the markers in each group 
box are kept sorted correctly, then you can see the race 
position order at a glance. 
 
After rolling the four dice, resolve them as follows: 

Trouble! 

If you roll zero or one "!" symbols then all is well.  If you 
roll two "!" symbols place a "Tire 1" or "Tire 2" incident 
on your car if one of those markers is available.  If you 
roll three or four "!" symbols your car will have an 
automatic incident, place an "Incident" marker on your 
car if one of those markers is available. 

Speed 

Every die face includes a number.  This is the speed 
number.  This is the number of spaces that the car must 
attempt to move on the track.  Of the four dice rolled, 
choose one die according to the speed you wish to 
move.   

Saving Fuel 

If the player chooses a die with an “S” on it, that car 
may immediately add one step of fuel to its fuel gauge.  



(move the gauge towards Full)  If the fuel tank is already 
full, place the fuel marker outside of the “F” space on 
the fuel track.  The next time you consume a step of 
fuel, move the marker onto the "F" space. 

Tire Wear 

If the selected die result includes one or more “x” on 
the die face, then the car must wear a tire-chip for each 
“x”.  Wearing a tire-chip means that the tire-chip to be 
worn will be replaced with a different colored tire-chip.   
 
When a black tire-chip is worn, it is replaced with a 
green one.  Green tire-chips are replaced with yellow.  
Yellow tire-chips are replaced with red tire-chips.  A red 
tire-chip may not be replaced.  A single tire chip may be 
worn more than once in order to satisfy the number of 
“x” on the die. 

Duplicates 

If you rolled additional dice with the same number as 
the die you chose, then increase the speed number by 
one for each duplicate die roll.   
 
For example, if you roll the dice and get the following 
results;  5xs,  7xx, 5x, 5x.  You could choose the 5xs 
result, save a fuel, wear one tire and then move 7 
spaces because two other dice matched the 5. 
 
Another example, if you roll  4!, 3!, 4s, 5x.  You must 
place a Tire incident marker on your car.  Then you 
could choose the 4s, gain a step of fuel and move 5 
spaces because one die matched. 
 
One more example.  If you roll 8xxx, 8xxx, 7xx, 4!.  No 
incident is placed because you only rolled one "!".  Then 
you can choose the 8xxx, wear three tires and move 9 
spaces. 

Flip Marker 

After moving the car flip its lap marker over to the 
grayscale side to indicate that it has rolled the dice and 
moved.  If a car’s lap marker is face-down it may not roll 
the tire-dice again until all of the markers are flipped 
back over. 

Move the Car 

If a car is unable to move its full distance because there 
is a car (or cars) in the way, then move it as far as 
possible and place a Bump incident marker on the car 
directly in front if there is a bump marker available.  
This marker indicates bumper to bumper contact 
between the cars.  “…you are holdin’ me up…” 

Lapping 

If a car crosses the start-finish line during movement, 
advance its lap marker by one lap. 

Placing Incident Markers 

In addition to Bump markers, other incident markers 

may need to be placed during car movement. 

Also, some tactic will require the placement of incident 

markers when they are resolved. 

If all of the incident markers of the required incident 

type are already in use during the current turn, then the 

infraction is ignored and no additional incident marker 

is placed. 

3-Wide Straight 

If a car moves such that it ends in a straightaway space, 

and all three lanes of the track are now occupied with 

cars, then place a 3-Str (3-wide in the straightaway) 

marker on the car that just finished its movement.  All 

three cars must be side by side and in straightaway 

spaces. 

For example, on the Classic Oval track there is a car in 

space number 28 and another car in space number 29.  

A car moves and ends in space number 27.  This is not a 

3-Wide situation because the car in 27 is not side by side 

with space 29.  If another car moves and ends in space 

number 30 then this does produce a 3-Wide Straight 

situation.  

3-Wide Corner 

If a car moves such that it ends in a corner space, and all 

three lanes of the track are now occupied with adjacent 

cars due to the movement of this car, then place a 3-Crn 

(3-wide in the corner) marker on the car that just 

finished its movement.  All three adjacent cars must be 

in a corner space.  Note that, if the track is blocked by 

any new group of three cars, a marker is placed.  

For example, on the Classic Oval track there is a car in 

space number 45 and another in space 46.  Now a car 

moves and ends its movement in space number 47.  This 

creates a 3-Wide Corner because all three lanes are 

occupied by adjacent cars, and all three are in a corner 

space.  If another car moves and ends in space 49, this 

will create another 3-Wide Corner situation. 

Brakes 



If a car moves over or into a braking zone space and is 

moving above the rated speed limit for that space, then 

place a Brake marker on the car. 

2.4 Incident Check 
During the incident check phase check to see if an 
incident has occurred by flipping over one tactic card.  
This is called the "trigger" card.  Look at the yellow 
section of the card.  Any incident markers listed on the 
trigger card that have been placed on a car, are now 
triggered.  Other incident markers that have been 
placed on cars are forgiven and removed.   

Brake & Engine Incidents 

If the trigger card has "Brake" listed on it, all cars with a 
brake marker on them receive a “-1” damage marker on 
their dashboard, and the track stays green. 
 
If the trigger card has "Engine" on it, all cars with an 
engine marker on them receive a “-1” handling marker 
on their dashboard, and the track stays green. 

Resolving Other Incidents 

Resolve all other (not brake/engine) incidents that were 
triggered, or automatic from the front of the field to the 
back in race position order.  For each incident flip one 
card from the deck and consult the red incident 
resolution section of the card.  This section will show a 
yellow or green flag, a number of cars involved in the 
incident, and an amount of damage to add to each car.   
 
The car with the incident marker is always the first car 
in the wreck.  The rest of the cars are added to the 
wreck by determining the next car closest to the most 
recently wrecked car.  If there is a tie, the car whose 
space number is closest, and if still tied, the largest 
space number.  Continue in this manner until all cars in 
the wreck are determined.  Each car in the wreck must 
be adjacent (including diagonally) to at least one other 
car in the wreck.   

Damage 

Damage is added to car by placing a “-1” damage 
marker onto the dashboard of the car in the wreck.  
Each "-1" marker on a car will cause it to move one 
space slower when moved by tactics or tire dice.  Cars 
with one or two “-1” markers are still drive-able and 
remain on their wheels.  Cars with three or four “-1” 
markers are wrecked – flip them onto their roofs.  If a 
car is placed on its roof, the yellow flag will be displayed 
immediately.  Cars with five or more “-1” markers are 
demolished – remove them from the race. 

Yellow Flag 

If a yellow flag is displayed due to an incident 
resolution, a car getting flipped over, or a debris caution 
tactic, then go directly to the first step of the Caution 
Sequence.  The Caution sequence will conclude this 
turn, the remaining steps of the green flag turn 
sequence will not be taken. 

2.5 Leader 

Leader 

Determine the leader in race position order.  Give that 
car a “lap led” marker.   

Reset 

If all of the cars silver lap markers are face down, then 
flip all of the lap markers back to their front side. 

Race Pace 

Each race description card contains a race pace chart.  

The race leader gets to roll a d6 and consult this chart.  

The chart lists the number of fuel steps used by each 

car, the number of tires worn by each car, and the 

number of laps raced during this turn.  Advance the lap 

marker of each car that is currently on its wheels by the 

race pace for this turn. 

Fuel & Tire Wear 

Every car on the track must reduce its fuel gauge by the 

number of fuel steps indicated, and wear the number of 

tires indicated.  If a car does not have enough gas in its 

tank to move the fuel marker the required number of 

steps then the car is out of fuel.  Cars that run out of gas 

are penalized one lap for running out of fuel.  Moving 

the fuel marker onto the “E” space is okay, the problem 

is if the marker is on “E” and you are required to burn 

another step of fuel, then the car is out of gas.  

Green Flag Pit Stops 

Any car may elect to make a green flag pit stop.  If a 

car's fuel marker is on 'E' or out of gas, it must make a 

green flag pit stop.  Pit stops are taken as described in 

section 3.2.  Be sure to note the differences between 

yellow and green pit stops in the timing section of the 

pit stop procedure.  All cars making green flag pit stops 

declare their intention  in race position order, and are 

then serviced one by one. 



3 Yellow Flag 

3.1 Yellow Sequence 
1) Caution 
2) Pit, or Stay Out? 
3) Pit Service 
4) Restart 
 

Caution 

During the "catch up" phase, determine the current 
leader of the race, but do not give out a “lap led” 
marker.  Any cars that are in between the front of the 
leader and the start-finish line (in a lower numbered 
space than the leader), get to catch up to the tail end of 
the line of cars.  This is done by advancing the lap 
markers of those cars by one lap. 
 

The lead car rolls a six sided die and players apply the 

fuel consumption and tire wear to all cars.  Advance the 

lap markers of all cars, including cars just wrecked by an 

incident this turn, by the number of laps run.  This 

reflects the number of laps run when the yellow flag 

was waived.  

Pit, or Stay Out? 

Starting with the current leader, and progressing in race 
position order, choose whether each car will make a pit 
stop or stay out on the track.   
 
Cars making a pit stop are placed in the lowest 
numbered available pit box.  Cars staying out are lined 
up in the outermost lane of the track, starting with the 
space right behind the start-finish line.  Cars that are on 
their roofs must wait until all cars on their wheels are 
placed.  Cars that are on their roofs must go to a pit 
box.  Continue until every car has been placed in either 
a pit box or the outside lane. 

Pit Service 

Starting with pit box number one, service each and 

every car that is in a pit box.  Details on servicing cars 

are described in section 3.2. 

Restart 

Form the restart grid by placing cars in the starting grid 

spaces (labeled 1 through 12 in white) on the race track.  

First place cars that stayed out on the track, and then 

place cars according to their pit stop times, fastest first.  

In the case of a tie in pit stop timing, the first car to 

complete its stop lines up first. 

Determine the leader in race position order.  Give that 
car a “lap led” marker.  Flip the flag back to green, and 
flip all car lap markers to their front side.   
 
If there are cars in front of the current race leader in the 
restart grid, and they are not on the lead lap, those cars 
are waved around to the end of the restart grid, 
advancing all other cars up in the grid.  Cars that are 
waived around gain one lap. 

3.2 Pit Stops 
Pit stops are performed for each car by following the 

five steps listed below. 

1) Choose Type of Stop 
2) Replace Tires 
3) Add Fuel 
4) Make Adjustments 
5) Calculate Timing 

Choose Type of Stop 

The car owner first chooses what type of pit stop will be 
made.  The choices are “Splash & Go”, “One Side”, and 
“Full Stop”.  The owner may also add an “Extra Adjust” 
to any of these types of pit stops. 

Tires 

If the owner chose a full stop, he may replace all four 

tire chips with black tire chips.  For a “one side only” 

stop, any two tire-chips may be replaced with black tire 

chips.  

Fuel 

Add a number of steps of fuel to the fuel gauge 
according to the type of stop.   
 
For example, a One Side stop with an Extra Adjust would 
move the fuel gauge up 7 steps. 

Adjustments 

On a “full stop” a car may attempt to remove a “-1” 

damage marker, this is called making an adjustment.  If 

an “extra adjustment” was taken, one additional 

adjustment may be attempted.  It is not possible to take 

more than one “extra adjustment” during a single pit 

stop. 

To make an adjustment, roll a d6.  If the die result is 

equal to or less than the number of "-1" markers on the 



car, then the attempt was successful and one marker is 

removed. 

If a car has three or more “-1” markers after any 

adjustment attempt(s) are made, it cannot return to the 

track and must stay in the pit lane during the next turn.  

On subsequent pit stops (green or yellow) it may make 

three adjustment attempts.  While a car is in pit lane it 

may not advance its lap marker. 

Timing 

Each type of pit stop has a timing value.  An "Extra 
Adjust" adds to this time value.  "Fast Pit Stop" skill 
tokens will reduce this value.  Determine the time value 
of the pit stop by adding these values. 
 
A car making a yellow flag pit stop will add it’s pit box 
number to its time value and place its red car number 
marker on the lap track indicating the total time of the 
pit stop.  If another car’s pit marker is already there, 
place the marker on top – when forming the grid, the 
lowest marker wins the tie. 
 
A car making a green flag pit stop will move its silver 
lap marker back one lap, and will move backwards on 
the race track a number of spaces equal to its time 
value.  If the cars crosses the start-finish line, move the 
silver lap marker back an additional lap.  Move the car  
backwards (as if you were moving - don't simply 
subtract track space numbers) ignoring other cars on 
the track.  If the final space is occupied, take the next 
available unoccupied space.  Don't worry about creating 
3-wide situations during green flag pit stops. 

4 Checkered Flag 
The race ends when a car completes the final lap of the 

race.  If the yellow flag is out when this happens, then 

play exactly one more turn.   

Green-White-Checker 

This final turn, called the green-white-checker turn, has 

a special Race Pace.  The race pace for the green-white-

checker turn will always require 1 fuel, 0 tires, and 2 

laps.  During the incident check phase of the green-

white-checker turn the track will always remain green. 

4.1 Scoring Points 
Points are awarded for each position as follows. 

Position Points Position Points Position Points 

1st 12 5th 8 9th 4 

2nd 11 6th 7 10th 3 

3rd 10 7th 6 11th 2 

4th 9 8th 5 12th 1 

Bonus points are also awarded as follows. 
The first place winner gains +3 points. 
Each car with one or more “lap led” markers gets +1 
point. 
The car with the most “lap led” markers gets +1 point.  
(if tied all cars with the most get +1 point) 
 
Each player adds the scores of his team cars, plus the 
score(s) of his associated cars divided by two (rounded 
down).  The player with the highest score wins. 

4.2 Championships 
Run a whole bunch of races, and keep score of every car 

for the whole season.  Woo-Hoo! 

Appendices 

A: Tactic and Skill Listing 

Block 

Requirement:  In order to play this card there must be a 

car directly behind your car.   

Resolution:  If the car directly behind played a tactic 

that has not yet been resolved, discard that tactic and 

place a Bump incident marker on that car.  If the car 

behind does not have an unresolved tactic, then place a 

Bump incident marker on your car. 

Bump and Run 

Requirement:  This card may only be played if there is a 
car in the space directly in front of your car.   
 
Resolution:  The car in front is moved ahead one space, 
and must also be moved such that it changes lanes 
towards the outside of the track.  (If it is not possible to 
move the front car ahead one space, and to the outside, 
then this tactic may not be played, and is returned to 
your hand.)  Once the car in front is moved, you may 
move your car the number of spaces as indicated on the 
tactic card.  After both cars have moved, the car that 
was in front gets a Bump incident marker. 

Bump Draft 

Requirement:  A Bump Draft may only be played if your 
car has another car in the space directly in front of it.   
 



Resolution:  When this tactic is resolved the owner of 
each car must move the number of spaces indicated on 
the tactic card.  If possible, the cars must stay together.  
The front car gets a Bump incident marker. 

Debris Caution 

Resolution:  A debris caution will guarantee that a 

yellow flag will be displayed during the incident check 

phase of the current turn.  This card does not prevent 

other incidents from occurring as normal. 

In the Draft  

Requirement:  There must be a car directly in front of 

your car. 

 

Resolution: Move your car and all cars directly in line in 

front of it, a number of spaces as indicated on the tactic 

card.  The owner of each car should move their car.   

Lead the Draft  

Requirement:  There must be a car directly behind your 

car. 

Resolution:  Move your car and all cars directly in line 

behind it, a number of spaces as indicated on the tactic 

card.  The owner of each car should move their car. 

Move Now 

Requirement:  The lap marker for your car must be face 

up. 

Resolution:  The car may roll its tire-dice and move 

when this tactic is resolved.  Note that cars moving on a 

move now card are moving during the ‘Tactics’ phase 

and do not count as one of the cars moving during the 

‘Racing’ phase.  After moving the car flip its lap marker 

face down. 

Move One/Two/Three 

Resolution:  Move your car the number of spaces 

indicated on the tactic card. 

Push 

Requirement:  A Push may be played if your car has 
another car in the space directly in front of it.   
 
Resolution:  When this card is played the front car’s 
owner must move it the number of spaces indicated on 
the tactic card, and then the trailing car moves the 

same distance.  The trailing car must be placed directly 
behind the front car if possible.  The trailing car receives 
an engine incident marker. 

Slingshot 

Requirement:  This card may be played only if there is a 

car directly in front of one of your cars.   

Resolution:  When this tactic is resolved, place a 

slingshot marker on your car.  When the car in front of 

your car completes a move independently of your car, 

(tire dice or tactic) move your car two spaces.  Remove 

the slingshot marker after you move your two spaces.  

Slingshot markers may be kept on your car beyond the 

end of the turn, until they are triggered.  If a yellow flag 

is displayed, you must remove the slingshot marker.  If 

the car in front, and your car, both move on the same 

tactic card (ie. draft cards) do not activate the slingshot 

marker. 

Skill: Experience 

This skill may be played right after rolling the tire dice 

for one of your team cars.  Discard the skill after it is 

used. 

Skill: Fast Pit Stop 

Play this skill during a pit stop for one of your team cars.  

The pit stop timing will be reduced as indicated on the 

skill token.  Discard the skill after it is used. 

Skill: Great Save 

Play this skill when one of your team cars is involved in 

an incident.  The team car will not receive any damage 

from this one incident, but does count as one of the 

cars involved in the incident.  Discard the skill after it is 

used. 

Skill: Major Repair 

Play this card during a "Full Stop" pit stop to 

automatically remove two “-1” markers from a team 

car.  Also fill the tank and get four tires for a pit stop 

time of 16.  This time can be modified as normal by the 

pit box number and other skills.  If combined with an 

"Extra Adjust", attempt the extra adjustment last.  

Discard the skill after it is used. 



Skill: Quick Fix 

Play this card during a pit stop to automatically remove 

one “-1” marker from a team car.  Discard the skill after 

it is used. 

B: Die Types and Faces 
Black 5x 5x s 6xx 6xx 7xx 8xxx 

Green 4! 4 s 5x 5x 6xx 6xx 

Yellow 3! 3! 4 4 s 5x 5x 

Red 1! 1! 2! 2! 3 3 

 


